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Bank+InsuranceHybridCapital Briefing
Euro investors buy into AIA’s distinctive
story as €750m T2 debut beats expectations
AIA entered the euro market on 2 September with a €750m 12 non-call Tier 2 deal that attracted
a peak €4.4bn book and beat spread expectations. Ethan Farbman, head of external capital and
liquidity, group treasury, AIA Group, discussed how the debut transaction fits into the insurer’s
strategy with BIHC, in association with joint bookrunner Crédit Agricole CIB.
Bank+Insurance Hybrid Capital: Since
your new issue may have represented
many European fixed income investors’ first encounter with AIA Group
Ltd as an issuer, perhaps you could
start by providing a brief portrait of the
group?
Ethan Farbman, AIA (pictured): First,
I want to thank you for the opportunity
to discuss our profile and particularly the
recent transaction.
AIA Group Limited is a pan-Asian
life and health insurance company with
a platform that has been built for over
a century. Our market capitalisation is
approximately $136bn, making us the
largest life and health-focused insurance
company in the world by market capitalisation. The business was founded in
Shanghai in 1919. We became an independent and publicly traded company in
2010, listed and headquartered in Hong
Kong, ticker 1299 HK.
The group is entirely focused on the
Asia-Pacific region and has 100% ownership in 17 of our 18 markets. Notably, in
2020 we became the first and only company to be granted a wholly-owned foreign
life insurance subsidiary in Mainland China. Since IPO, the focus on Asia and our
financial discipline have been the foundation of the group’s extremely strong balance sheet and our consistent delivery of
profitable growth. Our profitable growth
is illustrated through an increase in both
the group’s embedded value (EV) equity
and shareholders’ allocated equity of more
than three times since IPO.
BIHC: Why have you decided to enter
the euro market, debuting with this

subordinated trade, and how does it
fit with your overall issuance strategy,
notably your dollar presence?
Farbman, AIA: We have been a fairly
regular issuer in the US dollar market
since 2013, active in both the 144A/Reg S
market and the Reg S-only market. Previously, we had been exclusively issuing senior debt, but last year we shifted to issuing
subordinated debt. That shift was driven
by regulatory change in Hong Kong, with
the introduction of the group-wide supervision (GWS) framework. This was enacted in March this year, but it had been
in the works for some time and the rules
for debt capital instruments were near final in summer 2020, which allowed us to
begin issuing subordinated debt from last
September onwards. Our issuances since
then have all been subordinated, and we
expect our issuance going forward to consist largely of subordinated debt.
The euro market is of course a large
international investment grade debt
market, and one where many financial
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institutions — whether they be banks or
insurance companies — issue sub debt.
In light of our shift towards subordinated
debt, and being a fairly regular issuer,
and a large cap company by international
and not just Asian standards, issuing into
the euro market is something that we feel
adds financial flexibility through opening
up for us a new deep market.
We have close relationships with a
number of European banks who have
been informing us about the euro market
and updating us on market opportunities. We also have some very large investors — whether they be asset managers,
insurers or sovereign wealth funds —
that are global institutions who manage
across different currencies, including
dollars and euros, and some of those had
in the past expressed an interest in seeing us in euros. Entering this market was
something that we had been thinking
about for some time. We felt confident
that there would be a large number of
new high quality investors that we would
be able access in euros.
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From a timing standpoint, it seemed
right, with markets being very constructive. This was the case globally, but particularly in Europe. The rate and spread
environment is obviously very low, and
we thought that it was the right time for
a new name to be well received by investors and achieve an attractive cost of subordinated debt funding.
BIHC: The structure of your Tier
2 instrument has been viewed as
more akin to a European bank Tier
2 than insurance Tier 2 — what are
the relevant elements and why is it
structured this way?
Farbman, AIA: This is more driven by
AIA’s capital structure and current levels of leverage, which provide us with
a degree of flexibility. In terms of the
Hong Kong regulatory framework, the
requirements for regulatory capital are
more debt-like than what rating agencies
require to get equity content and capital
credit. Most insurers tend to structure
regulatory capital instruments that also
achieve rating agency benefits, such as
equity content for managing leverage, or
more capital credit if the rating agency
has a capital model. We have done that
in the past, and we will do it in the fu-

ture, but we also have the flexibility to be
able to issue structures that only receive
regulatory capital credit, like a 12 noncall seven. We only have 13% leverage —
that’s total leverage, not financial leverage
and we have very strong credit ratings,
with our capital adequacy scores from all
three credit rating agencies at the highest
end of the spectrum.
We chose to issue the 12 non-call seven because we we have the flexibility to
be able to, and because we felt like that
was the more appropriate instrument
to lead with in a new market, as people
could really focus on the credit. While
it’s a subordinated instrument, there was
no requirement from any price discovery around structural features such as
coupon deferral, ultra-long maturities or
extension risk.
BIHC: What were the key messages
you wanted to convey during premarketing about AIA and the issuance (beyond anything already mentioned)? What did investors focus
on?
Farbman, AIA: We had a mix of investors that were familiar with us and many
that were new. One thing we needed to
make sure of on this marketing exercise,

Issuer:
Issuer ratings:
Issue ratings:
Status of the securities:

Execution highlights
l Books opened with IPTs of the
mid-swaps+140bp area
l Orders in excess of €1.5bn in
one hour and 45 minutes
l Size fixed at €750m and
spread at 110bp after three
and a half hours on the back
of books above €3.75bn,
pre-reconciliation
l Final order book €4.4bn with
196 accounts
unlike past ones, was to take a step back
and introduce the company, introduce
our strategy, the fact that we are panAsian, and exclusively focused on Asia,
which is the most attractive region in the
world for life insurance, with substantial
amounts of growth.
We did receive a number of questions
on the deal structure, similar to what you
just asked before — why can we issue
this type of instrument that is so infrequently issued by insurers? We addressed
these questions largely in relation to our
conservative capital structure with low
leverage, extremely high interest coverage, and very strong financial strength
ratings. The discussion naturally led to
questions around our solvency capital

AIA Group Limited
A1 (Stable)/A+ (Stable)/AA-(Stable) (Moody’s/S&P/Fitch)
A2/A/A (Moody’s/S&P/Fitch)
Subordinated notes, expected to be treated as Tier 2 capital under the HKIA’s Insurance
(Group Capital) Rules
Format:
Regulation S, Category 2, Registered
Amount:
€750m
Maturity date:
9 September 2033 (12 years)
Reset date:
9 September 2028 (7 years)
Re-offer price/yield:
99.980/0.883%
Swap/benchmark spread: Mid-swaps plus 110bp/Bund plus 149.1bp
Coupon:
0.88% per annum until the reset date, payable annually. Reset at the reset date at the 5
year EUR mid-swap rate plus the initial margin
Optional Redemption:
3 months par call prior to reset date subject to redemption conditions; make whole
redemption subject to redemption conditions (to the extent required by the applicable
supervisory rules)
Selected structural
No step-up; no optional/mandatory coupon deferral;
characteristics:
no contractual loss absorption feature
Pricing date:
2 September 2021 (settlement T+5)
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levels, which was 412% as of 30 June
2021, and the Local Capital Summation
Method, or LCSM approach, that has
been adopted under Hong Kong’s new
GWS framework.
BIHC: How do you feel the transaction went? How did the execution,
pricing and distribution compare
with your hopes and expectations?
Farbman, AIA: The process went very
smoothly. One thing that we were aware
of going into the trade was how busy the
calendar was going to be — there was a
lot of competing supply, a lot of other issuers in the market — so we did have to
take into account that we were going to
be asking people to join a series of calls
and that it was going to take up more
than just one day of their time. The announcement went out on Tuesday morning, European time, and we managed
to get together a schedule that was very
good, we did a couple of calls that day
in the afternoon, and then a number of
calls the following day. On the Wednesday we had close to 40 investors sign up
for the various calls, and the banks and
ourselves were also engaging with a lot of
others who were providing feedback and
considering the deal. So the marketing
process was very smooth.
On Thursday morning we went out
with initial price guidance of 140bp. We
knew the final level would be tighter, but
we didn’t know by exactly how much —
our expectations were for perhaps 20bp25bp — so the final outcome of 110bp
may have surprised us a bit to the upside,
but that was entirely supported by a book
that at peak was about €4.4bn, with numerous triple-digit orders. We were expecting the reception to be good, but we
were pleasantly surprised at just how big
the book was and how many high quality
investors came in. We were very happy
with the level of demand and the final
pricing, and we’ve been very pleased that
the bonds have continued to trade well in
the secondary market, which is good for
us and good for investors.

BIHC: What can investors expect to
see from AIA in terms of capital instruments going forward? Will you
be a regular visitor to euros?
Farbman, AIA: Perhaps it’s helpful if I
answer that in the context of our key goals
for the transaction. One was to reach
an efficient and good pricing outcome,
which we arrived at, as we just discussed.
The other thing was to make sure that we
brought in new investors and established
our credit in the euro market, so that we
would have the ability to come back to this
market in the future, and I think the quality and the size of the book indicated that
we were successful with respect to that
goal, as well. So, yes, the intention is for
us — alongside the various dollar markets
that we access — to be able to consider the
euro market for future issuance. This may
be for a range of different structures — the
bank-style Tier 2 that we issued, but it can
also be hybrid debt going forward. Indeed,
an important aim we had was to issue a
bond that would be relevant for some time
as a reference point, so that we can more
easily return to the euro market quickly or
when the opportunity arises in the future.
BIHC: What are the prospects for
Tier 1 Limited issuance, as permitted
under the HK GWS framework?
Farbman, AIA: Under the Hong Kong
rules, Tier 1 Limited could make up 10%
of our minimum required capital (which

has to be met entirely by Tier 1), so it’s
something that is available. However, given
our levels of solvency capital, and the way
that we manage our various businesses,
we are pretty strongly capitalised from
a Tier 1 perspective. So our expectation
would be to focus more on the various
types of Tier 2, because that’s the lower
cost form of debt capital. But if there were
opportunities in the future where Tier 1
Limited was competitive or compelling
relative to the cost of Tier 2, it’s certainly
something we could consider.
BIHC: Is there anything else you
would like to highlight about your
overall strategy in this area?
Farbman, AIA: It’s worth emphasising
that AIA is a profitable growth company. While debt can be used for regulatory and ratings capital and capital structure optimisation, the primary driver
behind our debt issuance has been to
fund strategic growth — through bancassurance agreements, acquisitions,
and so on — and that’s how we would
s area
expect to continue to fund a portion of
s area
our growth in the future. This approach
s area
drives the slightly different composition
s area
of our issuance. We can look at senior
area
area
debt, we can look at bank-style Tier
area
2, and we can look at hybrids — but it
area
doesn’t all have to be one or the other,
rea
because we are not in a position where
we’re entirely solving for regulatory or
ratings outcomes. l

Distribution by geography and investor type
UK/Ireland
43%
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Asia
3%

South
Europe
3%

Benelux
3%

CB/OI
10%

Bank/PB Other
2%
2%

Nordics
5%

Ins/Pen
11%
Switzerland
8%

France
23%

Germany/
Austria
12%

AM/FM
75%

Source: Crédit Agricole CIB
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Disclaimer
This material has been prepared by a member of the Front Office department of Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank or one of its affiliates (collectively “Crédit Agricole CIB”). Front Office personnel are not part of the research
department and this material does not constitute “Investment Recommendations” as defined under the Market Abuse
Regulations (MAR). It does not constitute research as considered by the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II
(MiFID II). This material is provided for information purposes only. It is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments and has no regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation
or particular needs of any recipient. It is not intended to provide legal, tax, accounting or other advice and recipients
should obtain specific professional advice from their own legal, tax, accounting or other appropriate professional
advisers before embarking on any course of action. The information in this material is based on publicly available
information and although it has been compiled or obtained from sources believed to be reliable, such information has
not been independently verified and no guarantee, representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. This material may contain information from third parties. Crédit Agricole CIB has
not independently verified the accuracy of such third-party information and shall not be responsible or liable, directly
or indirectly, for any damage or loss caused or alleged to be caused by or in connection with the use of or reliance
on this information. Information in this material is subject to change without notice. Crédit Agricole CIB is under no
obligation to update information previously provided to recipients. Crédit Agricole CIB is also under no obligation to
continue to provide recipients with the information contained in this material and may at any time in its sole discretion
stop providing such information. Investments in financial instruments carry significant risk, including the possible loss
of the principal amount invested. This material is not intended to forecast or predict future events. Past performance is
not a guarantee or indication of future results. Any prices provided herein (other than those that are identified as being
historical) are indicative only and do not represent firm quotes as to either price or size. Financial instruments denominated in a foreign currency are subject to exchange rate fluctuations, which may have an adverse effect on the price
or value of an investment in such products. None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in
any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed to any other party without the prior express written permission of Crédit
Agricole CIB. This material, in whole or in part, is not directed at, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or
entity domiciled or resident in any jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary
to applicable laws or regulations of such jurisdictions. No liability is accepted by Crédit Agricole CIB for any damages,
losses or costs (whether direct, indirect or consequential) that may arise from any use of this material.
United States of America: The delivery of this material to any person in the United States shall not be deemed a recommendation to effect any transactions in any security mentioned herein or an endorsement of any opinion expressed
herein. Recipients of this material in the United States wishing to effect a transaction in any security mentioned herein
should do so by contacting Credit Agricole Securities (USA), Inc.
Regulatory Disclosure: Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank is authorised and regulated by the Autorité de
Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution (the “ACPR”) and supervised by the European Central Bank (the “ECB”), the ACPR
and the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (the “AMF”) in France. Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank London
is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and
limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our regulation by the FCA and the
PRA are available from Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank London on request.
Crédit Agricole Corporate and Investment Bank is a public limited company (“société anonyme”) under French law,
incorporated in France under SIREN number 304187701 at the Nanterre Trade and Companies Registry, with limited
liability and its head office address at 12, Place des États-Unis, CS 70052, 92547 Montrouge Cedex, France. It is
registered in England and Wales as an overseas company at Companies House under company number FC008194,
with a UK establishment at Broadwalk House, 5 Appold Street, London, EC2A 2DA, United Kingdom (UK establishment
number BR001975).
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